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Кроссворд по предмету "английскому языку"  на тему "Физика"
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По горизонтали
3. A letter under the wavy line
5. A person who has received a degree or diploma on completing a course of study, as in a university, college, or school
9. The using up of goods and services having an exchangeable value
12. A syntactic unit that functions as one of the two main constituents of a simple sentence, the other being the subject, and that consists of a verb, which in English may agree with the subject in number, and of all the words governed by the verb or modifying it, the whole often expressing the action performed by or the state attributed to the subject, as is here in Larry is here
14. Mathematics a surface or solid figure generated by the straight lines which pass from a circle or other closed curve to a single point (the vertex) not in the same plane as the curve
17. A half of a sphere
20. An allowable amount of variation of a specified quantity, especially in the dimensions of a machine or part
22. Something contributed, such as money or ideas
23. The remains or impression of a prehistoric plant or animal embedded in rock and preserved in petrified form

По вертикали
1. The width of a circular or cylindrical object
2. A three-dimensional figure symmetrical about each of three perpendicular axes, whose plane sections normal to one axis are circles and all the other plane sections are ellipses
4. A closed plane figure having three sides and three angles
6. A four-sided figure
7. A measurement of something in a particular direction, especially its height, length, or width
8. A solid geometric figure whose two ends are similar, equal, and parallel rectilinear figures, and whose sides are parallelograms
10. A graph using parallel bars of varying lengths, as to illustrate comparative costs, exports, birth-rates, etc
11. To indicate the omission of one or more letters in a word
13. A symbol (*) used in text as a pointer to an annotation or footnote
15. A device, including a relay actuated by thermal conduction or convection, that functions to establish and maintain a desired temperature automatically or signals a change in temperature for manual adjustment
16. An instrument for measuring and indicating temperature, typically one consisting of a narrow, hermetically sealed glass tube marked with graduations and having at one end a bulb containing mercury or alcohol which extends along the tube as it expands
18. Produced, formed, or made by humans
19. Performing or functioning in the best possible manner with the least waste of time and effort
21. A graphic representation of quantitative information by means of a circle divided into sectors, in which the relative sizes of the areas (or central angles) of the sectors correspond to the relative sizes or proportions of the quantities
24. A unit of length equal to one thousandth of a meter and equivalent to 0.03937 inch
25. The quality of a distinct object or body in having an external surface or outline of specific form or figure

